Talent Assessment
Identify High Potential Talent
With Targeted Assessment

Business & Talent. Aligned.

®

TALENT ASSESSMENT SOLUTIONS

Finding The Right Talent Begins
With Knowing What To Look For
Assessment solutions engineered
for business success in the 21st century
In today’s world of business, talent has replaced capital
as the most valuable asset in an organization. This major
shift now defines the 21st century business strategy, and
organizations cannot afford to spend time and money
investing in the wrong talent, especially when it comes
to leader pipelines. Identifying the right talent to fill that
pipeline requires accurate talent assessment. When this
critical process forms the backbone of an organization’s
hiring and development strategy, organizations win
because their talent is enabled to succeed.

This is what sets Right Management’s Talent and Leader
Assessment apart.

Effective assessment is more than providing a laundry
list of desirable attributes high potential talent and
leaders should demonstrate. Our research shows
traditional methods of assessing high potential leaders
are outdated, complex and ineffective. Competent
assessment solutions give organizations the right tools to
effectively identify high potential talent. HOW to assess
and identify talent for these qualities is vital to the success
of an organization’s workforce development process.

ASSESS

Our unique Assessment solutions focus first on the key
traits — hardwired personality attributes — that identify
high potential talent. We have identified four inherent
personal attributes of leadership that, when present,
indicate the greatest potential for success. These are
Adaptability, Brightness, Drive, and Endurance, which
we refer to as Inherent Enablers — attributes that we can
assess and measure high potential leaders on to help
determine if they will flourish in a leadership role… or not.
A leader’s capability and competency to lead have always
been vital assets to an organization. But in the 21st
century, the demands placed upon leadership magnify the
pressure — and the potential for failure — in ways that
challenge leaders as never before.
When organizations need to identify future leaders best
suited to drive performance and unleash their workforce’s
true potential, they depend upon accurate, effective and
proven assessment solutions.

Inherent Enablers

Identify and invest in leaders who have
the greatest probability for success
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ADAPTABILITY

DEVELOP

Coachable Capabilities
Develop and coach the behaviors that matter most

UNLEASH TALENT
DRIVE

Operate with integrity to manage, develop and inspire talent

ACCELERATE PERFORMANCE
Build strong teams and flexible infrastructure

DARE TO LEAD

ENDURANCE
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BRIGHTNESS

Challenge the status quo to seize opportunity

WIN

Business
Outcomes
Deliver results
in the Human Age

Assessment for
Inherent Enablers
Assessing talent against these inherent
personal attributes is a critical step.
The stronger the individual is in these
four areas, the greater the potential to
thrive in leadership roles, given the
right development and support.

Invest in the Right Leaders...
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Right Management’s Assessment programs are built
using the inherent enablers as our guide. Our assessment
solutions provide organizations with strategies that identify
and develop high potential leaders, succession planning
and decisions for pivotal roles, determining cultural fit,
facilitating team awareness and development, and focus
on both organizational and individual level results.
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We began by focusing on the outcomes — organizational
success achieved through systematically accomplishing
specified business goals. If an organization is going to
be successful in today’s volatile environment, the need
to ensure that the right talent is in place becomes a
decisive factor in attaining these goals. We set out to
build an efficient model to help guide the selection and
development of these leaders, which led us to identify
and define the talent-focused key performance indicators,
the inherent enablers that represent the hallmarks
of great leadership.

ENDURANCE

Right Management’s Assessment solutions:

1. Adaptability:
Comfortable navigating
through ambiguity,
complexity and
uncertainty.

2. Drive:
Hunger, energy
and desire to
be successful.

3. Endurance:
Highly resilient,
tenacious and
has stamina.

Strategy-Driven: We start with your organization’s

proprietary solution, Right Management’s experts will
select from a number of best-in-class assessment tools,
best suited for your organization’s specific needs.

Global Reach: Right Management supports global
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Best-in-Class Approach: Rather than selling one
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strategy, then design an assessment process around the
capabilities needed to achieve those goals.

BRIGHTNESS

4. Brightness:
Intellectually curious
& sharp, with a
strong appetite to
continuously learn.

Leadership
Development
Program

With 86% of organizations
believing that they don’t have an effective
leadership plan, Right Management can
identify and develop your future leaders
to ensure organizational success.
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organizations by delivering consistent process and
methodology, globally.

Why Right Management?
Effective communication, building and leading teams, leading with strategy and vision, creating
a culture of career development, and still achieving desired business outcomes are hallmarks
of great leadership.
Our approach is built around listening to our clients, observing and interacting with the industries
we serve and from our many years of service as one of the leading talent and career management
solutions providers in the world.
Right Management’s Assessment solutions are comprehensive, flexible and aligned to your unique
business strategy. We use a holistic and multi-method approach using best-in-class assessment
tools, not tied to any one assessment option. As a global organization, we offer consistent talent
assessments of high quality and rigorous methodology, that remain flexible and scalable.
Organizations across the globe rely upon Right Management’s 35+ years of experience to help
them prepare their leaders for success in this new 21st century of work. That’s because our Talent
Assessment programs give organizations a systematic yet flexible way to ensure you find the right
leader talent to build a solid foundation of skills, competencies, behaviors and confidence, enabling
leaders to guide their organizations to real, sustainable success.

80+20H
20%

“Only 20% of managers identified as high performers
successfully advance to higher levels of leadership. Right
Management can help your organizations assess the right
leader talent, the first time.”
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